
Ballyhass Lakes Form II

In spring of last year a group of Form II students went on 
a trip to the Ballyhass Lakes Adventure Centre in Mallow. 
While we were there we took part in a number of activities 
such as kayaking, the zip wire, a raised rope and log 
obstacle course and the ‘leap of faith’.

The day was greatly enjoyed by all the students and on their 
behalf I would like to thank Ms. Curtin and Mr. O’Neill for 
organizing the day and travelling with us. I am sure this trip 
will be enjoyed by others for years to come.

- Adam Nuzum (Form III).

Here we have a hardy crew of adventurers but secretly some may be thinking “I’m a (Form II) celebrity, get me out of here!”.

We took part in the Millipore Science 
Competition.  Our project was about 
barefoot running and whether it 
improves injury prevention.  We took 
part in a round in school before going on 
to present our project at the Millipore 
East Cork Science Competition in 
Fota Resort Hotel.  �ere was a panel 
of judges from Millipore and UCC.  
We won a prize on the day.  We would 
like to thank Millipore for hosting the 
competition and Mr O’Neill and Ms 
Curtin for helping us with our project.

- Kieran Simpson (Form V)

Pictured L-R are Kieran Simpson, Patrick 
O’Riordan and Cormac Phelan. 

Millipore Competition

�e injoke is that they kept their shoes on the whole time!
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In April 2012 a group of eleven of us travelled to Ellwangen 
along with Ms. Henry and Mr. Hickey for the second half 
of the German exchange. We had already met with our 
exchange partners when they visited us in October and we 
looked forward to meeting with them again. Unfortunately, 
the flight was cancelled due to bad weather and we were 
forced to wait until Saturday morning to depart from Cork 
airport.  The flight took two hours and we then had a bus 
journey from Munich airport to Ellwangen. We eventually 
reached the Rolf Hariolf Gymnasium in Ellwangen on 
Saturday evening after a long day of travelling. 

It was great to see our German exchange partners again and 
the first evening was spent mostly catching up. The fact 
that we arrived in Ellwangen on Saturday meant we missed 
a day of activities, and we spent Sunday out 
with our exchange families. Some of us went 
swimming while others went to Legoland, 
while others simply stayed at home. 

Monday was spent in the nearby city of Ulm 
with our exchange partners, where we visited 
the Ulm cathedral. The cathedral is the tallest 
church in the world measuring 161.5 meters, 
and we climbed all 768 steps to reach the top. 
The rest of the day was spent doing a treasure 
hunt and shopping.

On Tuesday we went for a walking tour of 
Ellwangen, followed by a visit to the town hall 
where we were addressed by the mayor. We 
went home during the day and we went back 
to the school that night to cook a German meal. 

On Wednesday we said our final goodbyes 
before a two hour bus journey to Munich. 
We reached Munich in the late afternoon 
and checked in to the youth hostel where we 

would be spending the night. After this we went into the 
city centre in Munich for a tour, before shopping for the 
rest of the day. We then went to a local festival, where there 
was an amusement park. We went back to our hostel before 
going out again to a local Italian restaurant for our last night 
of the trip. 

Our flight was on Thursday evening so for the morning we 
went to the fantastic Deutsche museum before hurrying to 
the airport for our flight. The trip was very enjoyable and 
I would like to thank our parents and Mr. Thompson for 
allowing us to travel to Germany and Ms. Henry and Mr. 
Hickey for organizing a great trip. 

- Niall Quill (Form III) 

This is like a mini-UN, as a Spanish exchange group visited Ellwangen at the same time as the Midleton Group. Both were hosted at a 
civic reception in the Town Hall but Jack Cremin-Memhet won the photo for our group by positioning himself firmly in front of the Mayor!

German Exchange

Jonathan, Rob and Niall enjoyed their time driving in Munich!

‘�ings that go bump in the nacht!’
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On the 15th of October last the Spanish Exchange group 
from third year set off for Spain at 5a.m., accompanied by 
Ms. Donnelly and Mr. Nugent, tired but brimming with 
excitement. The flight was two and a half hours, and the 
bus journey from Malaga airport to Almería a further three 
hours, so we arrived quite tired, but that could not dampen 
the mood as we drew up beside the school. 

We were introduced to our exchange partners and headed 
back to their houses with them. We had some typical 
Spanish food, then we went to the beach, where the Spanish 
students had arranged for us all to meet. 

For many of us the first night was the hardest, as many of 
our partners parents spoke little or no English. 

On Wednesday we visited the beautiful 
Cabo de Gata National Park, and 
on Thursday we were treated to a 
Mediterranean Breakfast and some 
Flamenco dancing, which some of us 
took part in (Well done Eric). 

On Friday we were given a guided tour 
of Almería by some of the Spanish 
teachers. We saw the Cathedral, the 
old town and the Alcazaba, which is 
a Moorish Fortress above the town. It 
was built by the invading Arabs during 
the 11th century. It is a very large and 
imposing building from the outside, 
but inside it is very tranquil, with small 
channels of water running along the 
ground, and there are many blossoming 
fruit trees. 

The weekend was spent with our host 
family, then on Monday we went to 

Granada. We were again given a walking tour, and saw the 
old quarter, built like a maze to confuse attackers. We also 
saw the cathedral, and the famous Alhambra. We did a lot 
of shopping, and got back to Almería at about 7 pm. 

Unfortunately Tuesday was the day we returned home, 
and after an early start, and many fond farewells, we found 
ourselves back on the bus home. 

We had a great time on the exchange and I am sure the 
experience will stay with us. Many thanks to Ms. Donnelly 
for making this all possible, and we are all looking forward 
to meeting our Spanish friends again in April!

- Oisín Parsons (Form III)

Spanish Trip 2013

‘Safety in the shade’

‘Fun in the Sun’
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Kate Fleming, Eva Bourke and Ellen Ryall entered the 
Young Scientist Exhibition in Dublin last year. We entered 
a project on liver fluke in cattle, which is a common disease 
on Irish farms. When we found out we had been accepted 
we were absolutely delighted; a week in Dublin! Then we 
realised there was work involved too; we began typing up 
our project report and diary, doing the experiments and 
investigations and making our display poster. 

We got the train to Dublin bright and early on 9th January. 
After realising that we had forgotten our project report, 
Miss. Dool saved the day by bringing it up later and the rest 
of the journey went smoothly! When we got to the RDS 
we set up our stand with our poster and props. We were 
so excited and made friends with people straight away on 
the stands on either side of us! We had our first round of 
judging which was quite nerve racking and then we had 
the welcome ceremony. The Heathers played and they were 
really good!

The next day we had two more rounds of judging, they 
were much nicer than the one from the day before so we 
weren’t as nervous. Then a bus arrived  from school to see 
the Exhibition; we left our stand and walked around with 
everyone to see the other projects and got our picture taken 
with Ryan Tubridy and Enda Kenny. That night we went to 
a table quiz with the lads from the stand next to us and got 
Thai food with Miss. Dool. 

On Friday we had no judging so we just looked around the 
Exhibition and got to know more people. We went to the 
prize ceremony that evening and, unfortunately, we didn’t 
come away with anything.

Saturday was the last day, so we had to say goodbye to 
everyone which was really sad. We stayed up until Sunday 
and went to Ed Sheeran that night in the O2, he was amazing 
and it was the perfect ending to an unforgettable week!

Young Scientist was a brilliant experience; we made so 
many new friends from all over Ireland and enjoyed Dublin 
as well! A huge thank you to Ms. Curtin for organising 
everything and helping us with the project and to Miss. 
Dool for accompanying us and putting up with us for the 
week, we really appreciate it! 

- Ellen Ryall  Form (V)

B.T. Young Scientist 2013

Formal L-R: Eva, Kate, Ellen; informal L-R: Kate, Ellen, Eva. As dedicated scientists we wish they had reproduced the same order both 
times for ease of captioning!

�is photo shows the dramatic e�ect of phosphorus in water. 
�is was part of a Science week experiment, photo courtesy of 
Eric Scully ( Form III).
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Christian prepares to launch himself into ‘The Wild Blue Yonder’, we presume he had a happy landing since he survived to write about 
his experience!

Give them enough rope and they’ll… entangle themselves. This team seem to be taking a much needed time out!

TY Articles

Our trip to Ballyhass lakes was a really good day out. It was 
great fun and emphasised further that transition year wasn’t 
solely focused on work. The activities, like the leap of faith, 
where from what felt like a hundred metre high platform you 
had to jump to a rope. The team games, like the obstacle course 
where everyone worked together to finish it. My favourite 
activity had to be the zip line. I’m not much of a water person 
so while others enjoyed swimming in freezing water I was 
happy to travel over it and land safely on dry ground.

Overall it was a great day out and I really enjoyed myself, and 
I think everyone else there did as well. Thanks to Ms. Curtin 
and Mr. O’Neill for bringing us on the trip.

- Christian Lynch (Form V).

Ballyhass Lakes
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Heir Island

On Monday the fourth of March, the rest of my class and I 
travelled to Heir Island. We left the school on a bus at about 
half eight, and it took us about two hours to get there.

We had to travel by the island ferry from the mainland to 
the island, which took about ten minutes and we had to 
make two trips to carry all of us over along with our bags 
and luggage. This was exciting, as everyone knew it would 
be a good trip and this was just the beginning.

Once we got to the island, we met Ruth, who is an instructor 
at the sailing school, and Patricia who was in charge of the 
houses we were staying in.

We then walked up a narrow road for about 15 minutes and 
arrived at the houses. We were pleased to find out that the 
girls were in the main house where the dining room and 
sitting room was, as opposed to the boy’s house, which was 
a few minutes walk away. It was a positive start to the trip.

The rooms we were each staying in were sorted out quickly 
and easily and everyone was happy with the arrangements.

We hardly had time to unpack as our first experience with 
sailing began soon after arriving. We were told to get into 
our swimming togs and meet at the changing rooms to sort 
out our wetsuits.

This was my first time ever sailing a boat. We were in pairs 
and I was with Adam, who luckily had much more of a clue 
than I did and we ended up getting the hang of it pretty 
quickly. I was delighted that we didn’t capsize as the water 
was absolutely freezing!

During the evenings, we watched movies and played 
games in the sitting room. It was nice to have our whole 
class together like that and everyone enjoyed themselves 
relaxing after a tiring day of sailing and getting settled in. It 
was a very relaxed atmosphere with four or five people all 
on top of each other on a two-person couch!

We went kayaking the next day, which I found more difficult 
than the sailing, probably because I was on my own and had 
no one to rely on but myself. I had only been kayaking once 
before and it was on a lake, but this time was on the sea, 
which was completely different and much harder with the 
strong winds and currents.

We kayaked to a nearby island and had hot chocolate and 
played games there. It was nice to have a break and warm 
up a bit before making our way back to Heir Island on the 
kayaks.

There was a good balance of land activities as well as water 
activities. We played team games in the garden using boxes 
and rope and timber.

Then came the raft building. We were split into groups and 
given the items we were allowed to use to build the raft. 
We managed to build a raft eventually with everyone’s 
combined ideas. We ended up with an overly complicated 
structure that kept capsizing and had bits falling off of it 
constantly! But we did manage a few minutes of everyone 
on top of it in the water!

The teamwork continued when we were on the water as we 
had games and competitions on the rafts. It is safe to say 
that everyone got absolutely soaked but we all had great 
fun doing it.

One of the most important things we did on our trip was 
probably the Gaisce walk.

We took a ferry to Cape Clear. We had to walk up a very steep 
road, which twisted and turned and was incredibly narrow. 
We then made our way to the cliffs and fields and completed 
the 15-kilometre walk. We then made our way back to the 
ferry again, where almost everyone fell asleep.

We also made a visit to a man and woman who lived on 
Heir Island, who help businesses work better together. This 
was very appropriate and worthwhile as Heir Island was all 
about teamwork.

We did different exercises involving us all to have to use 
our heads to get tasks done.  This was another experience 
that brought us together as a class.

We also went orienteering. We were given a map, put into 
teams again, and left to run around the whole island. It was 
a great opportunity to see more of the beautiful place we 
were in, and it was even better for my team as we ended 
up winning!

�is TY Group are either about to go hiking or 
preparing to beat the bushes to �ush ‘�e Beast 
of Craggy (oops), Heir Island!’
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Something I think we all enjoyed during Heir Island was 
the food and comfy accommodation. Coming into a hot 
meal and a nice bed after a busy day really made the trip 
even better.

Mr. Levis and Ms Dool accompanied us on the trip and I 
think they enjoyed it as much as we did! They made sure 
the atmosphere was relaxed and comfortable and we were 
all incredibly grateful, as the trip wouldn’t have been what 
it was without them.

Heir Island is something everyone is curious about soon 
after they enter the school in first year, wondering where 
the fourth years are when they’re missing for a week in 
March. You wonder this for three years and imagine what its 
going to be like when it’s your turn to go. It certainly lived 
up to my expectations and it was a week that I thoroughly 
enjoyed as I got to spend time with my friends and do lots 
of things that I had never done before. I won’t forget this 
amazing experience any time soon.

- Niamh McCormack (Form V)

Cooking up a storm…
Work experience, sounds oh so 
very… straightforward don’t you 
think, probably because it’s just that, 
and for mine, I was heading o� on 
a grand odyssey of about 1300m up 
the road to Jerome’s catering, and 
what I was to learn there would 
permanently change my outlook on 
commercial gastronomy.

Well �rstly, I learned that for those 
of you who love food and are 
passionate about cooking, as I am, 
a commercialised kitchen is going 
to be hell for you for the �rst while, 
when I cook at home I eat as I cook, 
but for a business, that’s literally like 
dining on a gold plate at the expense 
of the proprietor.

Secondly, your time will be a mix of 
frantic action at peak times, trying 
your best to satiate the hunger of 
the masses, and sitting around literally watching a piece of 
meat roast for hours at a time and wondering how it came 
to this, now, that’s not to say I didn’t enjoy myself, far from 
it, I wouldn’t trade the experience for the world, but the 
pressures of cooking large amounts of the same food day 
in day out, could quite rapidly turn a passion into a soul 
destroying experience…

And yet, this is where the true value of work experience 
shows itself, as it can be as much about �nding out what 
you DON’T want to do, as giving you a taste of the future. 
On the face of it cooking would have been one of several 
ideal choices for me, as I operate well, if not better under 
pressure, and I love and have a natural knack for it, I’m good 
with people(most days, only a�er 9 o clock though) and I’d 

love one day to start a business and being a chef would give 
me the expertise and �exibility to do that, but, it was the 
mix of them that, even though on paper they don’t seem to 
clash, did in reality bring the whole idyllic scene crashing 
into the o�en stark reality that we inhabit.

Oh and I say this for all the poor besieged folk stuck behind 
their counter’s battlements, �rstly yes, we are aware of what 
the weather is like outside, secondly, we did indeed notice 
that as we head towards winter the days get shorter, it only 
happens every year, and �nally no, there is no gluten free 
breadcrumb stu�ng…

- Stephen Lynch (Form V).

Stephen learned a lot about the reality of work during his placement.

‘�e Hunger Games’

“Will the circle be unbroken?”

�is group enjoyed their Heir Island experience immensely and we can only 

assume a camp �re was next on their to do list!
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Calcutta
7th of February Thursday 05:30, Angel, 
Ellen, Eva, Ian, Sinead and I were 
on the first leg of our trip to Kolkata 
with Mr. Preston and Ms. Doyle. After 
months of fundraising, we were the 
fortunate 6 who had been chosen to 
travel to India as part of The Hope 
Foundation Immersion Programme.

After almost 24 hours of travel from 
Cork-Dublin-Dubai-Kolkata we had 
finally arrived in Kolkata. The heat hit 
us when we got off the plane and dusty 
air filled our lungs. We had only walked 
a 100 yards from the airport terminal 
and the poverty literally surrounded 
us with people begging for money and 
food. We got onto the bus and began 
to see for ourselves how this country 
was something completely different to anywhere we had 
ever been before. The poverty was everywhere but there 
were also big corporate buildings showing off the new 
and growing India which we sometimes forget, animals 
wandered along the roadside as we drove, used to the 
surroundings of this bustling city. The bus journey was as 
entertaining as it was shocking.  In India the road users, in 
my opinion, are maniacs. They weave and dodge through 
traffic like it’s a video-game honking their horns as they go. 
Shockingly, every street was peopled with homeless men, 
women and children who did not know when or where they 
would get their next meal and if their cardboard sheet of a 
bed would still be there after a day of begging on the streets.

After arriving and settling in to the safe and comfortable 
hotel for the trip, we began our visits to the homes and 
projects run by The Hope Foundation. These homes and 
projects give children of all ages a new chance in life, one 
that would have been unimaginable when living on the 
street and in the cramped, dirty, slums which were filled 
with rubbish and sewage like the ones we were to visit later 
in the trip.

I did not know how I would react or feel when going to one 
of these homes. This was a conundrum, I had,  after all,  
been chosen but I don’t know why I worried because every 
visit to the different homes was brilliant, the kids were safe 
and happy in these homes getting an education and enjoying 
life as a child. The first home was a boys’ home and they 
performed for us and showed us some martial arts. We then 
took photos and played with them, I absolutely loved it, I 
found it easy to interact with them and they even taught 
me some kick-boxing and we had some mock fights which 
were good fun. The teachers then said it was time to go and 
the frantic playing had to stop and we said our goodbyes. 
The love and care the children receive in the Hope homes is 
amazing, it is a real home not just a building and they are all 
one big happy family, the children are given the chance to 
learn new sports, an instrument or whatever else is possible.

While in Kolkata we visited some tourist sites, played 
cricket at 8 in the morning and went on a boat trip on the 

Hooghly River. While on the river we saw Kolkata from a 
completely different perspective. We saw people’s homes 
on the riverside, with recycling stacked outside which they 
would sell for money, people washed clothes in the murky 
and green river, children played on the banks of the river 
covering themselves in silt in the process.

After a few days of getting a gentle introduction to Kolkata, 
in my diary of the trip I wrote “Without a doubt emotionally 
and physically, Monday was the toughest day of the trip. 
After having a gentle introduction to Kolkata, The Hope 
Foundation’s work, the People and Indian life in general we 
were brought right into the reason The Hope Foundation 
does the amazing work it does. It was a day like Monday 
which made me want to see Kolkata in the first place.” We 
saw on Monday the poverty and deprivation that so many 
in Kolkata have to live through. From the sewage running 
through the Chetla slum to the boys and girls who are 
solvent abusing and living without parents in the Howrah 
train station. Again from my diary “Never had I seen such 
poverty and never had I seen boys my age in such a bad 
state because of drugs they took, NOT “to fit in with the 
crowd” but just so they could mentally and emotionally get 
out of the crowd they were so sad to be in.” The memories 
from that Monday will stay with me forever.

During the trip we met girls from Sushila Birla Girls School,  
this was a private girls school in Kolkata. In October 2012, 
they had visited Midleton and some of the girls in our year 
hosted them so they felt they should return the hospitality 
while we were in Kolkata. They went above and beyond 
that and we all enjoyed meeting them and getting to see 
the India they knew, a different India from what we had 
seen. Thanks to them and their school for their welcome 
and hospitality when we met them in Kolkata.

The trip was nearing the end when we visited the Hope 
Hospital where the Night Ambulance  funded by Midleton 
College is based. This again was a sad memory that we’ll take 
from the trip because we met a boy Ganesh who was very 
ill having been rescued by The Hope Foundation because 
he was suffering from severe malnutrition. His body was 

‘A Passage to India’

L-R: Angel Axsom, Ellen Ryall, a Hope representative, 
Alex Deane, Eva Bourke, Sinead James, Ian Keating.
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Young Social Innovators encourages, motivates and creates 
new opportunities for young people to actively participate 
in the world around them.

YSI is youth-led, team-based and action-focused. It 
provids opportunities for young people to engage in their 
local community by undertaking projects on issues which 
concern them. 

This programme is open to any group of young people 
aged between 15-18 years from schools, to youth groups to 
youth services and development organisations.

Working in teams of 5-25, young people can identify a 
social issue of concern to them, explore it and come up with 
real actions and responses. 

This year the school had two groups in the competition. 

One Group was called S.A.V.E (Stop Animal Violence 
Everywhere). This project was focused on preventing 
animal cruelty. They raised awareness through Social 

Media and a poster campaign, did fundraising 
and visited animal shelters.

The other group was called L.I.F.E. (Living Is 
For Everyone) this focused on the positive mental 
health of teenagers. This group fundraised for 
the Lets Get Together Foundation, did a poster 
campaign and raised awareness through social 
media. They brought in guest speakers from the 
Lets Get Together Foundation and Beat the Blues.

Both Groups also prepared a comprehensive 
project for the YSI judges.

They both presented their projects at speak 
out in Lyrate Estate in Killkenny and gave an 
exceptional performance. 

Unfortunately this year neither team progressed 
to the final but they both worked exceptionally 

hard and did the school proud with their projects. 

Thanks to Ms. Lawlor for being the Y.S.I Guide this year.

-N.L.

weak from the struggle to survive and everything from 
raising his hand to a smile took a great deal of effort. Four 
year old Ganesh was the weight of a new-born baby when 
found a shocking fact for someone of his age. Although 
we saw distressing cases while in the hospital, we knew 
that everyone in there was getting the best of care and 
would be back to health as soon as possible.

After spending the most eye-opening, fulfilling and 
inspiring week of my life in Kolkata it was time to 
make the journey home, I was sad to be leaving but I 
am certain I will return to Kolkata and India again. It’s 
nearly impossible to describe the influence on me this 
trip has made but it is most definitely the best thing I 
have experienced and I will continue to support it.

I would like to thank on behalf of all 6 students the Hope 
Foundation for co-ordinating the immersion programme, 
Mr. Preston and Ms. Doyle for organising and helping at 
various fundraising events and accompanying us to Kolkata 

and finally thanks to everyone who attended or participated 
at  fundraising events throughout the year.

- Alex Deane (Form V).

Young Social Innovators

Sometimes the best gi� for a child is a hug. Eva, Ellen and Ian were happy 
to oblige.

‘Hold tight!’
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TY Modules

Media Studies
�ese Form IV students are 
preparing for their directorial 
debut under the watchful eye of 
Ms. Linehan.

Horticulture
“How does your garden grow?”

Ben Hales looks concerned in the 
poly tunnel but the reassuring 
presence of Ms. MacKillop with 
her green �ngers is just o� camera.

Music
Jaco Bronkhorst and Cormac 
Phelan seem to be serenading 
Miseal O’Brien with a new lullaby. 
Ms. Dennehy may have needed to 
compose a rousing antidote.
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TY Modules

Architecture
�ese TY Students are exhibiting 
intense concentration on their 
blueprints and appear to be 
nearing a resolution.

‘Boys and  
their Toys!’
�is was a one day intensive 
introduction to driving rather 
than a year round module. Never 
the less the male student drivers 
took it very seriously indeed! 

Back to the 
Drawing Board!
Mr. Bourke intervenes with one of 
the most fundamental lessons in 
architecture “If at �rst you don’t 
succeed try, try again!”
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Midleton College won the Overall Prize in the National 
Dairy Council Milk-It Awards in May. The group won the 
top prize, beating over 300 participants. The   Milkozade 
team based their project on how milk can be used as a 
sports drink instead of other popular soft drinks.

Accompanied by Ms. Linehan the team of Danny Murphy, 
Ruth Provan-Bessell, Kieran Simpson, Eoghan Daly, 
Margaux de Waziers and Josh Beamish gave an excellent 
presentation at the Mansion House.

The Milk-It awards aim to promote the benefits of dairy 
products to young people. Participating teams promote milk 

and other dairy products through an advertising campaign 
based around their school. 

The Milkozade team created posters and used social 
networking sites to promote their ideas. They also created a 
high quality TV advert that was played at school assembly. 
Furthermore, the team created a computer game to promote 
the benefits of milk. The game is based around a central 
sports character that has to avoid the ‘baddies’ of chocolate 
and soft drinks and needs to drink all the milk cartons to 
advance to the next level.

- M.L.

Congratulations to Kevin (Transition Year Student) who 
reached the final of the National Scratch Competition 
2013. Kevin created an animated interpretation of the 
poem ‘Spring’ by Gerard Manley Hopkins. Using the 
program ‘Scratch’ he created a moving visual with 
images selected from the poem, accompanied by sound 
and special effects. He was one of just 33 entrants that 
was short listed from a record number of 720 entrants in 
the national competition. 

Kevin travelled to the National Finals with his IT 
Teacher, Ms Linehan, on Saturday 25th May to IT 
Tallaght, where he received a finalist medal and 
certificate of participation.

- M.L.

Milkozade - WINNERS OF NATIONAL MILK IT 
COMPETITION (National Dairy Council)

Kevin Carew - National Finals of Scratch Competition

L-R: Margaux de Waziers, Danny Murphy, Ruth Provan-Bessell, Kieran Simpson, Josh Beamish, Eoghan Daly and Ms. Linehan.

Well done to Kieran and Ms. Linehan, we can only wish that the 
judges had paid more attention to the opening line of the poem 
- “Nothing is as beautiful as spring!”
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Transition Year Student, Caoimhe 
Walsh, was selected as a finalists in the 
national Doodle4Google competition. 
The competition entitled “My 
Invention” invited students to create 
a Google logo under the heading “My 
Invention”. Caoimhe’s entry was based 
on imagination, including colourful 
flowers and fairies, as “magical 
inventions of the mind”.  Caoimhe 
was first selected as one of 300 semi 
finalists in January and was one of the 
75 finalists selected for the final stage of 
the competition.

- M.L.

Caoimhe is pictured showing  
her design entry. 

For the first time Midleton College students 
were nominated to participate in the 
Munster Programming Training Outreach 
Programme at UCC. Transition Year Students 
Ciaran, Anthony and Kevin undertook the six 
month course on Saturday mornings.

The Munster Programming Training 
initiative, which began in 2004, is designed 
to encourage transition year students to open 
their minds to the various areas of computer 
programming and multimedia. A diverse 
range of students from all across Munster 
attend the course. The course began with an 
introduction to C programming, followed by 
web design, flash animation and lastly film 
production. The opportunity has provided the 
students with an invaluable insight into the 
growing IT industry.

The course culminated in a graduation 
ceremony graduated on Wednesday 22nd 
May. Speakers at the ceremony included Dr. 
Sabin Tabirca (Programme Co-ordinator), 
Professor Barry O’Sullivan (Head of 
Computer Science), Professor Pat Fitzpatrick (Head of 
College of Science, Engineering and Food Science), Patrick 
Dunne (former MPT student) and Bill Lioa (Co-founder of 
Coder Dojo).

- M.L.

Doodle4Google

UCC Graduation

Computer Science), Professor Pat Fitzpatrick (Head of UCC GRADUATION - Ciaran Lydon, Anthony O ‘Shea, 
Kevin Carew and Mr.�ompson.
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Back row L-R: T. McCarthy, R. O’Leary, S. Marley, B. Donovan, J. Cardosa-Murphy, S. Hayes.
Middle row L-R:  A. Beamish, U. Cunningham, M. Olu-Ikpen, S. Feighan Kingston, H. Jeffery, S. Ford, C. O’ Riordan.
Front row L-R:  L. Whyte, S. Bailey,R. Fleming, A. Kiy,C. Graham, C. Dunne-Lyons. (Not pictured E. O’Hara).

MIDLETON COLLEGE CLASSES 2013 - 2014

Back row L-R:   L. Howard, S. Daniels, P. Harty, C. McDonagh, M. Donnelly.
Middle row L-R:  J. Daly, R. Cheasty, O. Rudge, D. Kenneally, L. Casey, A. Moore, T. Oshikoya.
Front row L-R:  K. O’ Riordan, E. Haynes, S-J. Lynch, C. Parsons, E. Galligan, C. Keane, L. Baker. 
(Not pictured J. Deane).
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Back row L-R:   J. Northridge, D. Byron, H. Compton, D. Cuthbert, A. Ryan, D.Thompson, C. O’Deaghaidh, C. Mariga.
Middle row L-R:  C. Moore, C. Bawden K. Manning, A. O’Donnell, A. Moloney, P. Axson, L. Summers, J. Moloney, N. Lynch
Front row L-R:  N. Deeny, A. Urunuela Carrion, B. Alapini, M. Rutledge, K. Hartnett-Cronin, S.Moran, A. Anthony.

Back row L-R:   S. Walsh, D. Phelan, J. Bowles, M. Stafford, C. Bane, S. Ziad, A. O’Shea
Middle row L-R:  L. Hennigan, A. Moore, D. McGauran, R. Doyle, J. O’Mahony, D. Folarin, C. Rose, I. Farrell, B.Malito.
Front row L-R:  S. Collins,H. Beckingham, J. McCarthy, O. Akhilomen, D. McCaughley, E. O’Brien, C. O’Sullivan.

IIo

Ix
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Back row L-R:   J. Drennan, B. McHugh, M. White, J. Morrison, S. Beckingham, T. Devine, K. Steele, J. Doyle.
Middle row L-R:   H. Cremin-Mehmet, R. Oppermann, B. Heffernan, G. O’ Donovan, R. Landen, L. Byron, V. Hosford,  

L. Mariga, M. O’ Donovan.
Front row L-R:  S. Diaz Solesio, H. Duffy, N. Moore, L. O’Keeffe, N. Northridge, D. Pope, A. Tierney. 

Back row L-R:   G. Haberlin, G. Hennessy, W. Baker, P. Fives, K. O’Riordan, L. Burke, B. Hoban, C. Walsh.
Middle row L-R:   C. Navarrete Montojo, M. Smiddy, S. Doherty, E. Roch-Perks, D. Cardosa-Murphy, R. Martin, H. Smyth, 

H. Deane, S. Brady.
Front row L-R:  G. Humphreys, C. Madden, C. Finn, K. Duffy, O. Ransome, M. Tanner, K. Mariga.

IIe
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Back row L-R:   O. Twomey, E. Scully, F. Sheridan, O. Parsons, J. Byron.
Middle row L-R:  N. Daly, J. Cremin- Mehmet, B. Kenneally, I. O’Sullivan- Hourihan, C. McGrath.
Front row L-R:  S. Daunt, N. Moore, A. Chambers, M. Kingston, L. O’Riordan, N. Quill.
( Not pictured J. Kowalski, P. O’Shea). 

Back row L-R:   R. Stafford, A. O’ Mahony, R. Swanton , C. McGregor.
Middle row L-R:  O. McIlreavy, M. O’Sullivan, D.Wright, A. Nuzum, C. Daly, B. O’Callaghan.
Front row L-R:  C. Sutherland, C. Mooney,G. Kearns, A. Cortilla, S. Deane, J. Ryall, E. Hayes.
(Not pictured: S. Murphy, K. Ottman).

IIIe
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Back row L-R:   A. Picornell, R. England, L. Pierce, D. Rogaciovas, C. Fuchs.
Middle row L-R:  F. Summers, M. Moloney, P. Lehrer, T. Brooks, J. Ryan.
Front row L-R:  A. Aldous, B. Archer, I. Arrecubia, C. Monzon Cabrera, E. Compton.
(Not pictured: J. Devlin, A. Sheehy).

Back row L-R:   J. Tinne, C. Lynch, G. Hosford, C. Keating, C. Eng.
Middle row L-R:  A. Morris, F. Tindall, A. Ford, S. Emerson, C. O’Regan.
Front row L-R:  I. Morgan, E. Marley, C. Hall, A. Burns, R. O’Halloran, C. Cashman, S. Johnston.
(Not pictured: D. Kelly, L. O’Sullivan).

IVe
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Back row L-R:   C. Brouder, L. Farrell, J. Hennigan, J. Power, B. Hoban, O. Norton.
Middle row L-R:  S. Gies, A. Cowhig, S. Hales, J. Graf Von Spee, R. O’Mahony.
Front row L-R:  A. Hevers, P. Aparicio Gomez, I. Mera Gem, M. Konya, R. Thomas, M. O’Leary.

Back row L-R:   D. Murphy, C. Hall, S. Murphy, M. Humphreys.
Middle row L-R:  P. Punch, R. Walsh, D. Quealey, R. O’Callaghan, F. Bailey, T. Loftus.
Front row L-R:  I. Tanner, A. Dunne, K. Archer, L. MacMonagle, M. Rufo Fernandez, G. Abellan Solesio. 
(Not pictured: E. Cloete, J. Doyle).

IVo
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Back row L-R:   S. Stronach, S. Lynch, H. Greaves, S. O’Keeffe, D. Murphy, R. Johnston, S. Mitchell, F. English, B. McEvoy, 
A. O’Shea, J. Beamish, C. Phelan.  1st Middle row L-R:  N. McCormack, R. Drennan, A. Lehane, S. Keating, J. Lydon,  
E. Daly, A. Burns, A. Deane, N. O’Mahony, A. Irwin.  2nd Middle row L-R: C. Lydon, M. O’Brien, N. Schonenenberger,  
S. Poloczek, C. Hammond, C. Walsh, Y. Kato, A. O’Neill, L. Kenneally, R. Morrison, R. Major, B. Hales, J. Zhang, G. Smiddy.  
3rd Middle row L-R: L. Finnerty, E. Hayes, S. James, E. Bourke, E. Ryall, M. Wu, M. Tatta, A. Nakazcho, R. Provan-Bessell, 
A. O’Sullivan, O. O’Callaghan, K. Carew, K. Fleming, J. Rumley. Front row L-R: C. Lynch, E. Lo, I. Keating, P. O’Riordan,  
K. Simpson, P. Matthews, J. Bronkhorst, J. Tierney. ( Not pictured: A. Axson, A. Dwane, M. Lynch).

Back row L-R:   A. Burke, P. Power, A. Calzado, S. Kearns, J. Winckworth, J. Spreadborough.
Middle row L-R:  C. Devine, B. O’Farrell, T. Tierney, C. Hennessy, L. Jennings, C. Smyth, C. Kiy.
Front row L-R:  M. Jablonka, C. Roch-Perks, E. Brennan, A. Quill, B. Garrido Solesio. 
(Not pictured R. O’Sullivan, A. Whyte).
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Back row L-R:   D. Wood, A. McGregor.
Front row L-R:  J. Walsh, O. Anthony.

Back row L-R:  D. Moore, M. Murray, A. McGregor, R. Scandrett, K. Martin, R. O’Mahony, O. Bailey, L. Hevers, D. Somers.
1st Middle row L-R: J. Swanton, J. O’Farrell, C. McGuigan, L. Von Schoning, C. Sheehy, E. O’Grady, G. Spillane, D. Wood,  
P. Kingston, R. Kennedy, R. Donovan, C. McPadden.  2nd Middle row L-R: C. Clarke, K. Wight, C. O’Sullivan, E. Doyle,  
J. Cowhig, K. Carew, F. Fischer, J. Ottman, O. Chambers, B. Kiy, R. Hornibrook.Front row L-R: A. Abellan Solesio, C. Cuthbert, 
S. Hammond, E. Herlihy, S. Poynton, A. Finn, J. Walsh. ( Not pictured: O. Anthony).

Senior Prefects

VI
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‘High Society!’
Members of 
Form VI all 
“putting on 
the Ritz” for 
the Governors 
Reception in 
May.

‘�e Butcher… Girl!’

Yuki Kato at Crowley’s Craft Butchers. Yuki did so well in her 

work placement that she is now working two days a week in 

Crowley’s Butchers.

�e Terminator!

Nick Daly looking ‘determined’ to win the ball as he moves into action.
‘�e Running Man’‘�e Running Man’

Zac O’Sullivan-Hourihan representing Ireland at U18  at Junior Home International Orienteering 2013.

‘27 Dresses’

Well maybe not as many dresses as in that film but these Form I girls 

enjoyed trying on historic ladies fashions during the Bowman’s visit.

SCENES FROM THE COLLEGE 2013
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Jack, Brian and Alan celebrating after collecting their gold, silver and… 
brown envelopes!
Jack, Brian and Alan celebrating after collecting their gold, silver and… 

‘�is Sporting Life’
‘Sideways’

‘Champions!’

Action from the thrilling Mungret Cup Final which Midleton won 3-0 

against Bandon Grammar. Adam Goodier going for the ball.

This wheelbarrow team seems to be drifing a little off course!

In this film a woman baked emotions into her pies, Amy & Paddy 
seem to have infused theirs with good humour!

The stalwarts of the school Mr. Morrissey and Mr. Leopold 

enjoying a relaxing moment on sports day.

In this film a woman baked emotions into her pies, Amy & Paddy 

Old School’

‘Chariots of Fire’

‘Waitress’

SCENES FROM THE COLLEGE 2013
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Hannah, Fi, Tiger and Rachel were kicking the ‘habit’ of austerity to 

worship at the altar of fashion!

‘�ree men in a… rowing machine’

In Munich Rob, Dylan, and Niall were keen to be photographed 
with some of the locals!

A rowing marathon to fundraise for the Hope Foundation.

The Senior Rugby squad admiring the grand slam trophy which 

Ms. Guest brought to the school. She was a member of the Irish 

Women’s Rugby Team that won it!

‘Munich’

A rowing marathon to fundraise for the Hope Foundation.

Hannah, Fi, Tiger and Rachel were kicking the ‘habit’ of austerity to 

A rowing marathon to fundraise for the Hope Foundation.

The Senior Rugby squad admiring the grand slam trophy which 

Ms. Guest brought to the school. She was a member of the Irish 

A rowing marathon to fundraise for the Hope Foundation.

‘Sister Act’

‘Backdra�’

‘Invictus’

In Munich Rob, Dylan, and Niall were keen to be photographed In Munich Rob, Dylan, and Niall were keen to be photographed 
with some of the locals!

Sarah Daunt awaits the ball with intense concentration.

‘Bend it like Beckham’

Luke Finnerty, Airport Police & Fire Depart. Luke’s work experience 
hopefully involved more drills than actual fires!
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